**Name of Form:**
Registration Correction List.

**Section Reference:**
Section 18.003, Texas Election Code.

**Purpose:**
To make changes and/or corrections to the original list of registered voters and/or supplemental list of registered voters.

**Number of Copies Required:**
One per precinct, additional complete list of all precincts for early voting.

**Completed by:**
Voter Registrar.

**Filing Date:**
Prior to each election.

**Filed with:**
Return to Voter Registrar in Envelope No. 4 at same time other election records are delivered. Comments:
The registration correction list shall include a notation as to the action taken for use by the presiding judge. See form for prescribed notations.

The presiding judge of each precinct shall make changes and corrections to the list of registered voters and supplemental list prior to the opening of the polls.

If a revised original list of registered voters is prepared, the registration correction list is not necessary.

**Version:**
Current form is dated 9/2023*.
*Previous form dated 12/07 may still be used.